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UW Health Investment Sub-Committee
August 26, 2021, 4:00 - 5:30 PM
WebEx: https://uwhealth.webex.com/uwhealth/j.php?MTID=mb20784977ce1351ed957db3e532aabb1
Meeting number: 120 426 3007 // Password: 082621
Telephone: 1-415-655-0003 US TOLL // Access code: 120 426 3007

**ADVANCE MEETING MATERIALS ARE POSTED FOR REFERENCE. OCCASIONALLY, THE POSTED
MATERIALS DO NOT REFLECT CHANGES MADE SHORTLY BEFORE OR DURING COMMITTEE
MEETINGS. THE FULL COMMITTEE MINUTES ARE THE OFFICIAL RECORD OF FINAL COMMITTEE
ACTION**

UW Health Investment Sub-Committee - August 26, 2021 - Public Meeting Notice
Agenda
4:00 PM

I. Call to Order
Mr. John Litscher

4:01 PM

II. Open Session Meeting Minutes
Mr. John Litscher

Approval

4:02 PM

III. Graystone Consulting Update
Mr. Tom Parks, Mr. Matt Conway, Ms. Kelli Schrade, Ms. Kristina Van Liew

Report/Discussion

Presentation - Graystone Market Commentary - Second Quarter 2021
4:12 PM

IV. Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) and Diversity, Equity &
Inclusion (DEI) Concepts
Ms. Kelli Schrade, Ms. Kristina Van Liew
Presentation - Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) and
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI) Concepts

4:27 PM

3
Report/Discussion

29

V. Closed Session
Motion to enter into closed session pursuant to Wisconsin Statutes section
19.85(1)(e) for the discussion of the following investment matters which for
competitive reasons require a closed session: review and approval of
closed session minutes, review of UW Health's Capital Markets and
Portfolio Review – Second Quarter 2021, and discussion of Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) and Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI)
investments.

5:30 PM

VI. Adjourn
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CRC 3677290 07/2021

Great Expectations

Market Commentary July 2021
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Total Returns – Q2 2021

Stocks Continue To Climb
Markets rise further, while the Fed hints at future policy
tightening

Q1 2021

Q2 2021

YTD

S&P 500

6.2%

8.6%

15.2%

Russell 2000

12.7%

4.3%

17.5%

MSCI EAFE

3.5%

5.2%

8.8%

2.2%

5.1%

7.4%

4.7%

7.5%

12.6%

MSCI Emerging Markets
MSCI ACWI

70%

60%

August 27th FED Chairman Jerome
Powell announces major
policy shift to “average
inflation targeting”

12 Mos ended
6/30/2021

62.0%
December 11th –
Pfizer vaccine
approved in US

50%

40%

December 22nd –
U.S. Congress passes
additional COVID relief bill

June 30th S&P 500 records
its best quarter
since 1998

40.9%
40.8%
39.9%
32.4%

30%

20%

10%

0%

March 19th10 Yr Treasury reached
1.74%, the highest point in
more than a year

June 16th -The Federal Reserve’s “dot
plot” shows the potential
for two rate increases
through 2023

June 30th -S&P 500
books 34th
record high
in 2021

-10%

Source: Bloomberg. Data as of June 30,, 2021 - For index definitions to the indices referenced in this report please visit the following: https://www.morganstanley.com/wealth-investmentsolutions/wmir-definitions
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. This material is not a solicitation of any offer to buy or sell any security or other financial instrument or to
participate in any trading strategy. Please refer to important information, disclosures and qualifications at the end of this material. Investment and services offered through Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. Member SIPC. Graystone Consulting,
4
a business of Morgan Stanley.
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Mid Cycle Playbook
A stronger cycle could also be a shorter cycle
Many “Late-Cycle” Boxes Should Be Checked by End-2022

The Last Few Expansions Have Been Exceptionally Long
Duration of Expansions in Months (Trough to Peak)

Profits & Confidence: Rapid Recovery, Rapid Normalization?

Early Cycle Timing, Mid-Cycle Conditions, Late Cycle Valuations

S&P 500 EPS Growth , MS Leading Economic Indicators & CEO Confidence

5
Source: Morgan Stanley Research, NBER, Bloomberg, FactSet, Morgan Stanley Research forecasts. Note: Model input assumptions based on Morgan Stanley economics
forecasts.
Page
7 of
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The Importance of Housing
We view housing fundamentals as excellent and likely to play a central role in the evolution of the entire
business cycle. Healthier household balance sheets, low inventories, mortgage rates and demographics
all suggest secular growth with multiplier effects.
Existing homes sales are up nearly 22% year over year, whereas inventory is down 20%.
US Housing (3-month average)
As of May 31, 2021

US Existing Home Sales
As of May 31, 2021

Housing Market Reflects Demographic Tailwind
Net Household Formation, Real Estate Stock 12-Month Average Annualized
As of December 31, 2020

6
Page
Source: US Census Bureau; Macrobond; Ironsides Macroeconomics LLC; Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Market Strategy, National Association of Realtors, Bloomberg.
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Outlook on Inflation
Looking ahead to next year, we expect inflation will remain elevated after dipping in the spring
and summer of 2022 on tough comps. The breadth of price increases among components matters
more than any one subcomponent.
CPI, Core CPI, Personal Consumption Expenditures (Y/Y)
As of May 31, 2021

Costs Are Rising, but Labor Will be Key in Determining if Inflation is Transient
As of June 8, 2021

Inflation was historically higher and more volatile than what was seen in
the 2010-2020 Post-Financial-Crisis Period
PCE Price Inflation, 12-Month Percent Change Forecast
As of July 8, 2021

7
Page
Source: US Census Bureau; Macrobond; Ironsides Macroeconomics LLC; Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Market Strategy, National Association of Realtors, Bloomberg.
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Morgan Stanley Forecasts: July 9, 2021
S&P 500 Earnings Estimates
Morgan Stanley
Consensus

$189

MS & Co. S&P 500 Price Target: Mid-Year 2022

$200

$192

$214

$142

2020

2021E

2021E

2022E

EARNINGS

PRICE/EARNINGS
MULTIPLE

PRICE
TARGET

UPSIDE/
DOWNSIDE

Bull Case

$222

20

4,450

1.8%

Base Case

$211

20

4,225

-3.3%

Bear Case

$199

19

3,800

-13.0%

LANDSCAPE

Current S&P 500 Price

2022E

Note: 2021 consensus is as of July 9, 2021

4,370

Note: Price targets are based on estimated June 2022 earnings.
Source: MS & Co. Research as of July 9, 2020

Morgan Stanley & Co. Forecasts (as of July 9, 2021)
REAL GDP GROWTH (%)

10-YR GOVT. BOND YIELD (%)
Q4 ’21E

2020

2021E

2022E

Global

-3.2

6.5

4.9

US

-3.5

7.1

4.9

Euro Zone

-6.7

4.7

4.8

UK

-9.8

6.7

5.1

1.00

Japan

-4.7

2.5

2.9

0.15

Emerging Markets

-1.8

7.2

China

2.3

8.7

Q2 ’22E

HEADLINE INFLATION (%)

2020

2021E

2022E

2.2

3.1

2.7

1.2

3.7

2.5

0.3

1.9

1.4

1.10

0.9

1.8

1.9

0.20

0.0

0.1

1.0

5.1

3.4

3.6

3.3

5.8

2.5

1.4

2.0

1.8

2.0

Source: Morgan Stanley & Co. Research

8
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Disclosures
The performance data shown reflects past performance, which does not guarantee future results.
Investment return and principal will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares when redeemed may be worth more or less than orig inal cost. Please note, current performance may be
higher or lower than the performance data shown. For up to date month-end performance information, please contact your Financial Advisor or visit the funds’ company website.
Investors should carefully consider the fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses before investing. The prospectus and, if available the summary prospectus,
contains this and other information that should be read carefully before investing. Investors should review the information in the prospectus carefully. To obtain a prospectus, please
contact your Financial Advisor or visit the funds’ company website.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Investing involves market risk, including possible loss of principal. Growth investing does not guarantee a profit or eliminate risk. The stocks of these companies can have relatively
high valuations. Because of these high valuations, an investment in a growth stock can be more risky than an investment in a company with more modest growth expectations. Value
investing involves the risk that the market may not recognize that securities are undervalued and they may not appreciate as anticipated. Small and mid-capitalization companies may
lack the financial resources, product diversification and competitive strengths of larger companies. The securities of small capitalization companies may not trade as readily as, and
be subject to higher volatility than those of larger, more established companies. Bond funds and bond holdings have the same interest rate, inflation and credit risks that are
associated with the underlying bonds owned by the funds. The return of principal in bond funds, and in funds with significant bond holdings, is not guaranteed. International securities’
prices may carry additional risks, including foreign economic, political, monetary and/or legal factors, changing currency exchange rates, foreign taxes and differences in financial and
accounting standards. International investing may not be for everyone. These risks may be magnified in emerging markets. Alternative investments, including private equity funds,
real estate funds, hedge funds, managed futures funds, and funds of hedge funds, private equity, and managed futures funds, are speculative and entail significant risks that can
include losses due to leveraging or\other speculative investment practices, lack of liquidity, volatility of returns, restrictions on transferring interests in a fund, potential lack of
diversification, absence and/or delay of information regarding valuations and pricing, complex tax structures and delays in tax reporting, less regulation and higher fees than mutual
funds and risks associated with the operations, personnel and processes of the advisor. Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs) are limited partnerships or limited liability companies that
are taxed as partnerships and whose interests (limited partnership units or limited liability company units) are traded on securities exchanges like shares of common stock. Currently,
most MLPs operate in the energy, natural resources or real estate sectors. Investments in MLP interests are subject to the risks generally applicable to companies in the energy and
natural resources sectors, including commodity pricing risk, supply and demand risk, depletion risk and exploration risk; and MLP interests in the real estate sector are subject to
special risks, including interest rate and property value fluctuations, as well as risks related to general and economic conditions. Because of their narrow focus, MLPs maintain
exposure to price volatility of commodities and/or underlying assets and tend to be more volatile than investments that diversify across many sectors and companies. MLPs are also
subject to additional risks including: investors having limited control and rights to vote on matters affecting the MLP, limited access to capital, cash flow risk, lack of liquidity, dilution
risk, conflict of interests, and limited call rights related to acquisitions.
Mortgage backed securities also involve prepayment risk, in that faster or slower prepayments than expected on underlying mortgage loans can dramatically alter the yield-to-maturity
of a mortgage-backed security and prepayment risk includes the possibility that a fund may invest the proceeds at generally lower interest rates.
Tax managed funds may not meet their objective of being tax-efficient.
Real estate investments are subject to special risks, including interest rate and property value fluctuations, as well as risks related to general and economic conditions. High yield
fixed income securities, also known as “junk bonds”, are considered speculative, involve greater risk of default and tend to be more volatile than investment grade fixed income
securities.
Credit quality is a measure of a bond issuer’s creditworthiness, or ability to repay interest and principal to bondholders in a timely manner. The credit ratings shown are based on
security rating as provided by Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s and/or Fitch, as applicable. Credit ratings are issued by the rating agencies for the underlying securities in the fund and not
the fund itself, and the credit quality of the securities in the fund does not represent the stability or safety of the fund. Credit ratings shown range from AAA, being the highest, to D,
being the lowest based on S&P and Fitch’s classification (the equivalent of Aaa and C, respectively, by Moody(s). Ratings of BBB or higher by S&P and Fitch (Baa or higher by
GRAYSTONE CONSULTING | MARKET COMMENTARY Q2 2021
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Disclosures
Moody’s) are considered to be investment grade-quality securities. If two or more of the agencies have assigned different ratings to a security, the highest rating is applied. Securities
that are not rated by all three agencies are listed as “NR”.
“Alpha tilt strategies comprise a core holding of stocks that mimic a benchmark type index such as the S&P 500 to which additional securities are added to help tilt the fund toward
potentially outperforming the market in an effort to enhance overall investment returns. Tilt strategies are subject to significant timing risk and could potentially expose investors to
extended periods of underperformance.”
Custom Account Index: The Custom Account Index is an investment benchmark based on your historical target allocations and/or manager selection that you may use to evaluate the
performance of your account. The Custom Account index does take into consideration certain changes that may have occurred in your portfolio since the inception of your account,
i.e., asset class and/or manager changes. However, in some circumstances, it may not be an appropriate benchmark for use with your specific account composition. For detailed
report of the historical composition of this blend please contact your Financial Advisor.
Peer Groups
Peer Groups are a collection of similar investment strategies that essentially group investment products that share the same investment approach. Peer Groups are used for
comparison purposes to compare and illustrate a clients investment portfolio versus its peer across various quantitative metrics like performance and risk. Peer Group comparison is
conceptually another form of benchmark comparison whereby the actual investment can be ranked versus its peer across various quantitative metrics.
All Peer Group data are provided by Investment Metrics, LLC.
The URL below provides all the definitions and methodology about the various Peer Groups
https://www.invmetrics.com/style-peer-groups
Peer Group Ranking Methodology
A percentile rank denotes the value of a product in which a certain percent of observations fall within a peer group. The range of percentile rankings is between 1 and 100, where 1
represents a high statistical value and 100 represents a low statistical value.
The 30th percentile, for example, is the value in which 30% of the highest observations may be found, the 65th percentile is the value in which 65% of the highest observations may
be found, and so on.
Percentile rankings are calculated based on a normalized distribution ranging from 1 to 100 for all products in each peer group, where a ranking of 1 denotes a high statistical value
and a ranking of 100 denotes a low statistical value. It is important to note that the same ranking methodology applies to all statistics, implying that a ranking of 1 will always mean
highest value across all statistics.
For example, consider a risk/return assessment using standard deviation as a measure of risk. A percentile ranking equal to 1 for return denotes highest return, whereas a percentile
ranking of 1 for standard deviation denotes highest risk among peers.
In addition, values may be used to demonstrate quartile rankings. For example, the third quartile is also known as the 75th percentile, and the median is the 50th percentile.
Alternatives
Graystone Consulting is a business of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. (“Morgan Stanley”)
This material is not to be reproduced or distributed to any other persons (other than professional advisors of the investors) and is intended solely for the use of the persons to whom it
has been delivered. This material is not for distribution to the general public.
GRAYSTONE CONSULTING | MARKET COMMENTARY Q2 2021
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Disclosures
The sole purpose of this material is to inform, and it in no way is intended to be an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any security, other investment or service, or to attract any
funds or deposits. Investments mentioned may not be suitable for all clients. Any product discussed herein may be purchased only after a client has carefully reviewed the offering
memorandum and executed the subscription documents. Morgan Stanley has not considered the actual or desired investment objectives, goals, strategies, guidelines, or factual
circumstances of any investor in any fund(s). Before making any investment, each investor should carefully consider the risks associated with the investment, as discussed in the
applicable offering memorandum, and make a determination based upon their own particular circumstances, that the investment is consistent with their investment objectives and risk
tolerance.
This information is being provided as a service of your Graystone Institutional Consultant and does not supersede or replace your Morgan Stanley customer statement. The
information is as of the date(s) noted and subject to daily market fluctuation.
Your interests in Alternative Investments, which may have been purchased through us, may not be held here, and are not covered by SIPC. The information provided to you: 1) is
included solely as a service to you, and certain transactions may not be reported; 2) is derived from you or another external source for which we are not responsible, and may have
been modified to take into consideration capital calls or distributions to the extent applicable; 3) may not reflect actual shares, share prices or values; 4) may include invested or
distributed amounts in addition to a fair value estimate; and 5) should not be relied upon for tax reporting purposes.
Alternative Investments are illiquid and may not be valued daily. The estimated valuation provided will be as of the most recent date available and will be included in summaries of
your assets. Such valuation may not be the most recent provided by the fund in which you are invested. No representation is made that the valuation is a market value or that the
interest could be liquidated at this value. We are not required to take any action with respect to your investment unless valid instructions are received from you in a timely manner.
Some positions reflected herein may not represent interests in the fund, but rather redemption proceeds withheld by the issuer pending final valuations which are not subject to the
investment performance of the fund and may or may not accrue interest for the length of the withholding.
Alternative investments often are speculative and include a high degree of risk. Investors could lose all or a substantial amount of their investment. Alternative investments are
suitable only for eligible, long-term investors who are willing to forgo liquidity and put capital at risk for an indefinite period of time. They may be highly illiquid and can engage in
leverage and other speculative practices that may increase the volatility and risk of loss. Alternative Investments typically have higher fees than traditional investments. Investors
should carefully review and consider potential risks before investing. Certain of these risks may include but are not limited to:• Loss of all or a substantial portion of the investment due
to leveraging, short-selling, or other speculative practices;• Lack of liquidity in that there may be no secondary market for a fund;•Volatility of returns;• Restrictions on transferring
interests in a fund;• Potential lack of diversification and resulting higher risk due to concentration of trading authority when a single advisor is utilized;• Absence of information
regarding valuations and pricing;• Complex tax structures and delays in tax reporting;• Less regulation and higher fees than mutual funds; and• Risks associated with the operations,
personnel, and processes of the manager. As a diversified global financial services firm, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management engages in a broad spectrum of activities including
financial advisory services, investment management activities, sponsoring and managing private investment funds, engaging in broker-dealer transactions and principal securities,
commodities and foreign exchange transactions, research publication, and other activities. In the ordinary course of its business, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management therefore
engages in activities where Morgan Stanley Wealth Management’s interests may conflict with the interests of its clients, including the private investment funds it manages. Morgan
Stanley Wealth Management can give no assurance that conflicts of interest will be resolved in favor of its clients or any such fund.
Indices are unmanaged and investors cannot directly invest in them. Composite index results are shown for illustrative purposes and do not represent the performance of a specific
investment.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Actual results may vary. Diversification does not assure a profit or prot ect against loss in a declining market.
Any performance or related information presented has not been adjusted to reflect the impact of the additional fees paid to a placement agent by an investor (for Morgan Stanley
placement clients, a one-time upfront Placement Fee of up to 3%, and for Morgan Stanley investment advisory clients, an annual advisory fee of up to 2.5%), which would result in a
substantial reduction in the returns if such fees were incorporated.

GRAYSTONE CONSULTING | MARKET COMMENTARY Q2 2021
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For most investment advisory clients, the program account will be charged an asset -based wrap fee every quarter (“the Fee”). In general, the Fee covers investment advisory services
and reporting. In addition to the Fee, clients will pay the fees and expenses of any funds in which their account is invested. Fund fees and expenses are charged directly to the pool of
assets the fund invests in and impact the valuations. Clients must understand that these fees and expenses are an additional cost and will not be included in the Fee amount in the
account statements.
As fees are deducted quarterly, the compounding effect will be to increase the impact of the fees by an amount directly relat ed to the gross account performance. For example, for an
account with an initial value of $100,000 and a 2.5% annual fee, if the gross performance is 5% per year over a three year period, the compounding effect of the fees will result in a
net annual compound rate of return of approximately 2.40% per year over a three year period, and the total value of the client’s portfolio at the end of the three year period would be
approximately $115,762.50 without the fees and $107,372.63 with the fees.
Please see the applicable Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC Form ADV Part 2A for more information including a description of the fee schedule. It is available at
www.morganstanley.com/ADV <http://www.morganstanley.com/ADV> or from your Financial Advisor/Private Wealth Advisor.
Alternative investments involve complex tax structures, tax inefficient investing, and delays in distributing important tax information. Individual funds have specific risks related to their
investment programs that will vary from fund to fund. Clients should consult their own tax and legal advisors as Morgan Stanley does not provide tax or legal advice. Interests in
alternative investment products are offered pursuant to the terms of the applicable offering memorandum, are distributed by Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC and certain of its
affiliates, and (1) are not FDIC-insured, (2) are not deposits or other obligations of Morgan Stanley or any of its affiliates, (3) are not guaranteed by Morgan Stanley and its affiliates,
and (4) involve investment risks, including possible loss of principal. Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC is a registered broker-dealer, not a bank.
SIPC insurance does not apply to precious metals, other commodities, or traditional alternative investments.
© 2020 Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. Member SIPC. Graystone Consulting is a business of Morgan Stanley.

GRAYSTONE CONSULTING | MARKET COMMENTARY Q2 2021
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Disclosures
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management is the trade name of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC, a registered broker -dealer in the United States.
The sole purpose of this material is to inform, and it in no way is intended to be an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell any security, other investment or service, or to attract any
funds or deposits. Investments mentioned may not be suitable for all clients. Any product discussed herein may be purchased only after a client has carefully reviewed the offering
memorandum and executed the subscription documents. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management has not considered the actual or desired investment objectives, goals, strategies,
guidelines, or factual circumstances of any investor in any fund(s). Before making any investment, each investor should carefully consider the risks associated with the investment, as
discussed in the applicable offering memorandum, and make a determination based upon their own particular circumstances, that the investment is consistent with their investment
objectives and risk tolerance. Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC offers investment program services through a variety of investment programs, which are opened pursuant to written
client agreements. Each program offers investment managers, funds and features that are not available in other programs; conversely, some investment managers, funds or
investment strategies may be available in more than one program.
Morgan Stanley’s investment advisory programs may require a minimum asset level and, depending on your specific investment objectives and financial position, may not be suitable
for you. Please see the Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC program disclosure brochure (the “Morgan Stanley ADV”) for more information in the investment advisory programs
available. The Morgan Stanley ADV is available at www.morganstanley.com/ADV. Sources of Data. Information in this material in this report has been obtained from sources that we
believe to be reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or timeliness. Third-party data providers make no warranties or representations relating to the accuracy,
completeness or timeliness of the data they provide and are not liable for any damages relating to this data. All opinions included in this material constitute the Firm’s judgment as of
the date of this material and are subject to change without notice. This material was not prepared by the research departments of Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC or Morgan Stanley Smith
Barney LLC. Some historical figures may be revised due to newly identified programs, firm restatements, etc.
Global Investment Manager Analysis (GIMA) Focus List, Approved List and Tactical Opportunities List; Watch Policy. GIMA uses two methods to evaluate investment products in
applicable advisory programs: Focus (and investment products meeting this standard are described as being on the Focus List) and Approved (and investment products meeting this
standard are described as being on the Approved List). In general, Focus entails a more thorough evaluation of an investment product than Approved. Sometimes an investment
product may be evaluated using the Focus List process but then placed on the Approved List instead of the Focus List. Investment products may move from the Focus List to the
Approved List, or vice versa. GIMA may also determine that an investment product no longer meets the criteria under either process and will no longer be recommended in
investment advisory programs (in which case the investment product is given a “Not Approved” status). GIMA has a ‘Watch” policy and may describe a Focus List or Approved List
investment product as being on “Watch” if GIMA identifies specific areas that (a) merit further evaluation by GIMA and (b) may, but are not certain to, result in the investment product
becoming “Not Approved.” The Watch period depends on the length of time needed for GIMA to conduct its evaluation and for the investment manager or fund to address any
concerns. Certain investment products on either the Focus List or Approved List may also be recommended for the Tactical Opportunities List based in part on tactical opportunities
existing at a given time. The investment products on the Tactical Opportunities List change over time. For more information on the Focus List, Approved List, Tactical Opportunities
List and Watch processes, please see the applicable Form ADV Disclosure Document for Morgan Stanley Wealth Management. Your Financial Advisor or Private Wealth Advisor can
also provide upon request a copy of a publication entitled “Manager Selection Process.”
The Global Investment Committee is a group of seasoned investment professionals who meet regularly to discuss the global economy and markets. The committee determines the
investment outlook that guides our advice to clients. They continually monitor developing economic and market conditions, review tactical outlooks and recommend model portfolio
weightings, as well as produce a suite of strategy, analysis, commentary, portfolio positioning suggestions and other reports and broadcasts.
The GIC Asset Allocation Models are not available to be directly implemented as part of an investment advisory service and should not be regarded as a recommendation of any
Morgan Stanley investment advisory service. The GIC Asset Allocation Models do not represent actual trading or any type of account or any type of investment strategies and none of
the fees or other expenses (e.g. commissions, mark-ups, mark-downs, advisory fees, fund expenses) associated with actual trading or accounts are reflected in the GIC Asset
Allocation Models which, when compounded over a period of years, would decrease returns.
Adverse Active Alpha (AAA) is a patented screening and scoring process designed to help identify high -quality equity and fixed income managers with characteristics that may lead to
future outperformance relative to index and peers. While highly ranked managers performed well as a group in our Adverse Active Alpha model back tests, not all of the managers will
GRAYSTONE CONSULTING | MARKET COMMENTARY Q2 2021
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outperform. Please note that this data may be derived from back-testing, which has the benefit of hindsight. In addition, highly ranked managers can have differing risk profiles that
might not be suitable for all investors. Our view is that Adverse Active Alpha is a good starting point and should be used in conjunction with other information. Morgan Stanley Wealth
Management’s qualitative and quantitative investment manager due diligence process are equally important factors for investors when considering managers for use through an
investment advisory program. Factors including, but not limited to, manager turnover and changes to investment process can partially or fully negate a positive Adverse Active Alpha
ranking. Additionally, highly ranked managers can have differing risk profiles that might not be suitable for all investors. For more information on AAA, please see the Adverse Active
Alpha Ranking Model and Selecting Managers with Adverse Active Alpha whitepapers. The whitepaper are available from your Financial Advisor or Private Wealth Advisor.
ADVERSE ACTIVE ALPHA is a registered service mark of Morgan Stanley and/or its affiliates. U.S. Pat. No. 8,756,098 applies to the Adverse Active Alpha system and/or
methodology.
The Global Investment Manager Analysis (GIMA) Services Only Apply to Certain Investment Advisory Programs GIMA evaluates certain investment products for the purposes of
some – but not all – of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC’s investment advisory programs (as described in more detail in the applicable Form ADV Disclosure Document for Morgan
Stanley Wealth Management). If you do not invest through one of these investment advisory programs, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management is not obligated to provide you notice of
any GIMA Status changes even though it may give notice to clients in other programs.
Strategy May Be Available as a Separately Managed Account or Mutual Fund Strategies are sometimes available in Morgan Stanley Wealth Management investment advisory
programs both in the form of a separately managed account (“SMA”) and a mutual fund. These may have different expenses and investment minimums. Your Financial Advisor or
Private Wealth Advisor can provide more information on whether any particular strategy is available in more than one form in a particular investment advisory program. In most
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management investment advisory accounts, fees are deducted quarterly and have a compounding effect on performance. For example, on an advisory
account with a 3% annual fee, if the gross annual performance is 6.00%, the compounding effect of the fees will result in a net performance of approximately 3.93% after one year, 1
after three years, and 21.23% after five years. conflicts of Interest: GIMA’s goal is to provide professional, objective evaluations in support of the Morgan Stanley Wealth Management
investment advisory programs. We have policies and procedures to help us meet this goal. However, our business is subject to various conflicts of interest. For example, ideas and
suggestions for which investment products should be evaluated by GIMA come from a variety of sources, including our Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Financial Advisors and
their direct or indirect managers, and other business persons within Morgan Stanley Wealth Management or its affiliates. Such persons may have an ongoing business relationship
with certain investment managers or mutual fund companies whereby they, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management or its affiliates receive compensation from, or otherwise related to,
those investment managers or mutual funds. For example, a Financial Advisor may suggest that GIMA evaluates an investment manager or fund in which a portion of his or her
clients’ assets are already invested. While such a recommendation is permissible, GIMA is responsible for the opinions expressed by GIMA. See the conflicts of interest section in the
applicable Form ADV Disclosure Document for Morgan Stanley Wealth Management for a discussion of other types of conflicts that may be relevant to GIMA’s evaluation of
managers and funds. In addition, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management, MS & Co., managers and their affiliates provide a variety of services (including research, brokerage, asset
management, trading, lending and investment banking services) for each other and for various clients, including issuers of securities that may be recommended for purchase or sale
by clients or are otherwise held in client accounts, and managers in various advisory programs. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management, managers, MS & Co., and their affiliates receive
compensation and fees in connection with these services. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management believes that the nature and range of clients to which such services are rendered is
such that it would be inadvisable to exclude categorically all of these companies from an account.
Consider Your Own Investment Needs: The model portfolios and strategies discussed in the material are formulated based on general client characteristics including risk tolerance.
This material is not intended to be a client-specific suitability analysis or recommendation, or offer to participate in any investment. Therefore, clients should not use this profile as the
sole basis for investment decisions. They should consider all relevant information, including their existing portfolio, investment objectives, risk tolerance, liquidity needs and
investment time horizon. Such a suitability determination may lead to asset allocation results that are materially different from the asset allocation shown in this profile. Talk to your
Financial Advisor about what would be a suitable asset allocation for you, whether CGCM is a suitable program for you.
No obligation to notify – Morgan Stanley Wealth Management has no obligation to notify you when the model portfolios, strategies, or any other information, in this material changes.
Please consider the investment objectives, risks, fees, and charges and expenses of mutual funds, ETFs, closed end funds, uni t investment trusts, and variable insurance products
carefully before investing. The prospectus contains this and other information about each fund. To obtain a prospectus, contact your Financial Advisor or Private Wealth Advisor or
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visit the Morgan Stanley website at www.morganstanley.com. Please read it carefully before investing.
An investment in a money market fund is not insured or guaranteed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government agency. Although the Fund seeks to
preserve the value of your investment at $1.00 per share, it is possible to lose money by investing in the fund.
The type of mutual funds and ETFs discussed in this presentation utilizes nontraditional or complex investment strategies and /or derivatives. Examples of these types of funds include
those that utilize one or more of the below noted investment strategies or categories or which seek exposure to the following markets: (1) commodities (e.g., agricultural, energy and
metals), currency, precious metals; (2) managed futures; (3) leveraged, inverse or inverse leveraged; (4) bear market, hedging, long-short equity, market neutral; (5) real estate; (6)
volatility (seeking exposure to the CBOE VIX Index). Investors should keep in mind that while mutual funds and ETFs may, at times, utilize nontraditional investment options and
strategies, they should not be equated with unregistered privately offered alternative investments. Because of regulatory limitations, mutual funds and ETFs that seek alternative-like
investment exposure must utilize a more limited investment universe. As a result, investment returns and portfolio characteristics of alternative mutual funds and ETFs may vary from
traditional hedge funds pursuing similar investment objectives. Moreover, traditional hedge funds have limited liquidity with long “lock-up” periods allowing them to pursue investment
strategies without having to factor in the need to meet client redemptions and ETFs trade on an exchange. On the other hand, mutual funds typically must meet daily client
redemptions. This differing liquidity profile can have a material impact on the investment returns generated by a mutual or ETF pursuing an alternative investing strategy compared
with a traditional hedge fund pursuing the same strategy.
Nontraditional investment options and strategies are often employed by a portfolio manager to further a fund’s investment obj ective and to help offset market risks. However, these
features may be complex, making it more difficult to understand the fund’s essential characteristics and risks, and how it will perform in different market environments and over
various periods of time. They may also expose the fund to increased volatility and unanticipated risks particularly when used in complex combinations and/or accompanied by the use
of borrowing or “leverage.”
KEY ASSET CLASS CONSIDERATIONS AND OTHER RISKS
Investing in the markets entails the risk of market volatility. The value of all types of investments, including stocks, mutual funds, exchange-traded funds (“ETFs”), closed-end funds,
and unit investment trusts, may increase or decrease over varying time periods. To the extent the investments depicted herein represent international securities, you should be aware
that there may be additional risks associated with international investing, including foreign economic, political, monetary and/or legal factors, changing currency exchange rates,
foreign taxes, and differences in financial and accounting standards. These risks may be magnified in emerging markets and frontier markets. Small- and mid-capitalization
companies may lack the financial resources, product diversification and competitive strengths of larger companies. In addition, the securities of small- and mid-capitalization
companies may not trade as readily as, and be subject to higher volatility than, those of larger, more established companies. The value of fixed income securities will fluctuate and,
upon a sale, may be worth more or less than their original cost or maturity value. Bonds are subject to interest rate risk, call risk, reinvestment risk, liquidity risk, and credit risk of the
issuer. High yield bonds are subject to additional risks such as increased risk of default and greater volatility because of the lower credit quality of the issues. In the case of municipal
bonds, income is generally exempt from federal income taxes. Some income may be subject to state and local taxes and to the federal alternative minimum tax. Capital gains, if any,
are subject to tax. Treasury inflation Protection Securities’ (TIPS) coupon payments and underlying principal are automatically increased to compensate for inflation by tracking the
consumer price index (CPI). While the real rate of return is guaranteed, TIPS tend to offer a low return. Because the return of TIPS is linked to inflation, TIPS may significantly
underperform versus conventional U.S. Treasuries in times of low inflation. There is no guarantee that investors will receive par if TIPS are sold prior to maturity. The returns on a
portfolio consisting primarily of environmental, social, and governance-aware investments (“ESG”) may be lower or higher than a portfolio that is more diversified or where decisions
are based solely on investment considerations. Because ESG criteria exclude some investments, investors may not be able to take advantage of the same opportunities or market
trends as investors that do not use such criteria. The companies identified and investment examples are for illustrative purposes only and should not be deemed a recommendation to
purchase, hold or sell any securities or investment products. They are intended to demonstrate the approaches taken by managers who focus on ESG criteria in their investment
strategy. There can be no guarantee that a client's account will be managed as described herein. Options and margin trading involve substantial risk and are not suitable for all
investors. Besides the general investment risk of holding securities that may decline in value and the possible loss of principal invested, closed-end funds may have additional risks
related to declining market prices relative to net asset values (NAVs), active manager underperformance and potential leverage. Closed-end funds, unlike open-end funds, are not
continuously offered. There is a one-time public offering and once issued, shares of closed-end funds are sold in the open market through a stock exchange. NAV is total assets less
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total liabilities divided by the number of shares outstanding. At the time an investor purchases shares of a closed -end fund, shares may have a market price that is above or below
NAV. Portfolios that invest a large percentage of assets in only one industry sector (or in only a few sectors) are more vulnerable to price fluctuation than those that diversify among a
broad range of sectors.
Alternative investments often are speculative and include a high degree of risk. Investors could lose all or a substantial amount of their investment. Alternative investments are
suitable only for eligible, long-term investors who are willing to forgo liquidity and put capital at risk for an indefinite period of time. They may be highly illiquid and can engage in
leverage and other speculative practices that may increase the volatility and risk of loss. Alternative Investments typically have higher fees than traditional investments. Investors
should carefully review and consider potential risks before investing. Certain of these risks may include but are not limited to: Loss of all or a substantial portion of the investment due
to leveraging, short-selling, or other speculative practices; Lack of liquidity in that there may be no secondary market for a fund; Volatility of returns; Restrictions on transferring
interests in a fund; Potential lack of diversification and resulting higher risk due to concentration of trading authority when a single advisor is utilized; Absence of information regarding
valuations and pricing; Complex tax structures and delays in tax reporting; Less regulation and higher fees than mutual funds; Risks associated with the operations, personnel, and
processes of the manager; and Risks associated with cybersecurity. As a diversified global financial services firm, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management engages in a broad spectrum
of activities including financial advisory services, investment management activities, sponsoring and managing private investment funds, engaging in broker-dealer transactions and
principal securities, commodities and foreign exchange transactions, research publication, and other activities. In the ordinary course of its business, Morgan Stanley Wealth
Management therefore engages in activities where Morgan Stanley Wealth Management’s interests may conflict with the interests of its clients, including the private investment funds
it manages. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management can give no assurance that conflicts of interest will be resolved in favor of its clients or any such fund. All expressions of opinion are
subject to change without notice and are not intended to be a forecast of future events or results. Further, opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions expressed by
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management and/or other businesses/affiliates of Morgan Stanley Wealth Management. This is not a "research report" as defined by FINRA Rule 2241 or a
"debt research report" as defined by FINRA Rule 2242 and was not prepared by the Research Departments of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC or Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC or its
affiliates. Certain information contained herein may constitute forward-looking statements. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events, results or the performance of a fund
may differ materially from those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. Clients should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks, charges, and
expenses of a fund before investing. While the HFRI indices are frequently used, they have limitations (some of which are typical of other widely used indices). These limitations
include survivorship bias (the returns of the indices may not be representative of all the hedge funds in the universe because of the tendency of lower performing funds to leave the
index); heterogeneity (not all hedge funds are alike or comparable to one another, and the index may not accurately reflect the performance of a described style); and limited data
(many hedge funds do not report to indices, and the index may omit funds, the inclusion of which might significantly affect the performance shown. The HFRI indices are based on
information self-reported by hedge fund managers that decide on their own, at any time, whether or not they want to provide, or continue to provide, information to HFR Asset
Management, L.L.C. Results for funds that go out of business are included in the index until the date that they cease operations. Therefore, these indices may not be complete or
accurate representations of the hedge fund universe, and may be biased in several ways. Composite index results are shown for illustrative purposes and do not represent the
performance of a specific investment. Individual funds have specific tax risks related to their investment programs that will vary from fund to fund. Clients should consult their own tax
and legal advisors as Morgan Stanley Wealth Management does not provide tax or legal advice. Interests in alternative investment products are offered pursuant to the terms of the
applicable offering memorandum, are distributed by Morgan Stanley Wealth Management and certain of its affiliates, and (1) are not FDIC-insured, (2) are not deposits or other
obligations of Morgan Stanley Wealth Management or any of its affiliates, (3) are not guaranteed by Morgan Stanley Wealth Management and its affiliates, and (4) involve investment
risks, including possible loss of principal. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management is a registered broker-dealer, not a bank. This material is not to be reproduced or distributed to any
other persons (other than professional advisors of the investors or prospective investors, as applicable, receiving this material) and is intended solely for the use of the persons to
whom it has been delivered. This material is not for distribution to the general public. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Actual results may vary. SIPC insurance
does not apply to precious metals, other commodities, or traditional alternative investments. In Consulting Group’s advisory programs, alternative investments are limited to USregistered mutual funds, separate account strategies and exchange-traded funds (ETFs) that seek to pursue alternative investment strategies or returns utilizing publicly traded
securities. Investment products in this category may employ various investment strategies and techniques for both hedging and more speculative purposes such as short-selling,
leverage, derivatives and options, which can increase volatility and the risk of investment loss. Alternative investments are not suitable for all investors. As a diversified global financial
services firm, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management engages in a broad spectrum of activities including financial advisory services, investment management activities, sponsoring and
managing private investment funds, engaging in broker-dealer transactions and principal securities, commodities and foreign exchange transactions, research publication, and other
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activities. In the ordinary course of its business, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management therefore engages in activities where Morgan Stanley Wealth Management’s interests may
conflict with the interests of its clients, including the private investment funds it manages. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management can give no assurance that conflicts of interest will be
resolved in favor of its clients or any such fund. Alternative investments involve complex tax structures, tax inefficient investing, and delays in distributing important tax information.
Individual funds have specific risks related to their investment programs that will vary from fund to fund. Clients should consult their own tax and legal advisors as Morgan Stanley
Wealth Management does not provide tax or legal advice.
It should be noted that the majority of hedge fund indexes are comprised of hedge fund manager returns. This is in contrast to traditional indexes, which are comprised of individual
securities in the various market segments they represent and offer complete transparency as to membership and construction methodology. As such, some believe that hedge fund
index returns have certain biases that are not present in traditional indexes. Some of these biases inflate index performance, while others may skew performance negatively.
However, many studies indicate that overall hedge fund index performance has been biased to the upside. Some studies suggest performance has been inflated by up to 260 basis
points or more annually depending on the types of biases included and the time period studied. Although there are numerous potential biases that could affect hedge fund returns, we
identify some of the more common ones throughout this paper. Self-selection bias results when certain manager returns are not included in the index returns and may result in
performance being skewed up or down. Because hedge funds are private placements, hedge fund managers are able to decide which fund returns they want to report and are able to
opt out of reporting to the various databases. Certain hedge fund managers may choose only to report returns for funds with strong returns and opt out of reporting returns for weak
performers. Other hedge funds that close may decide to stop reporting in order to retain secrecy, which may cause a downward bias in returns.
Survivorship bias results when certain constituents are removed from an index. This often results from the closure of funds d ue to poor performance, “blow ups,” or other such events.
As such, this bias typically results in performance being skewed higher. As noted, hedge fund index performance biases can result in positive or negative skew. However, it would
appear that the skew is more often positive. While it is difficult to quantify the effects precisely, investors should be aware that idiosyncratic factors may be giving hedge fund index
returns an artificial “lift” or upwards bias.
Hedge Funds of Funds and many funds of funds are private investment vehicles restricted to certain qualified private and inst itutional investors. They are often speculative and
include a high degree of risk. Investors can lose all or a substantial amount of their investment. They may be highly illiquid, can engage in leverage and other speculative practices
that may increase volatility and the risk of loss, and may be subject to large investment minimums and initial lockups. They involve complex tax structures, tax-inefficient investing and
delays in distributing important tax information. Categorically, hedge funds and funds of funds have higher fees and expenses than traditional investments, and such fees and
expenses can lower the returns achieved by investors. Funds of funds have an additional layer of fees over and above hedge fund fees that will offset returns. An investment in an
exchange-traded fund involves risks similar to those of investing in a broadly based portfolio of equity securities traded on an exchange in the relevant securities market, such as
market fluctuations caused by such factors as economic and political developments, changes in interest rates and perceived trends in stock and bond prices. An investment in a
target date portfolio is subject to the risks attendant to the underlying funds in which it invests, in these portfolios the funds are the Consulting Group Capital Market funds. A target
date portfolio is geared to investors who will retire and/or require income at an approximate year. The portfolio is managed to meet the investor’s goals by the pre-established year or
“target date.” A target date portfolio will transition its invested assets from a more aggressive portfolio to a more conservative portfolio as the target date draws closer. An investment
in the target date portfolio is not guaranteed at any time, including, before or after the target date is reached. Managed futures investments are speculative, involve a high degree of
risk, use significant leverage, are generally illiquid, have substantial charges, subject investors to conflicts of interest, and are suitable only for the risk capital portion of an investor’s
portfolio. Managed futures investments do not replace equities or bonds but rather may act as a complement in a well diversified portfolio. Managed Futures are complex and not
appropriate for all investors. Rebalancing does not protect against a loss in declining financial markets. There may be a potential tax implication with a rebalancing strategy.
Asset allocation and diversification do not assure a profit or protect against loss in declining financial markets. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Actual results may
vary.
Tax laws are complex and subject to change. Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC (“Morgan Stanley”), its affiliates and Morgan Stanley Financial Advisors and Private Wealth Advisors
do not provide tax or legal advice and are not “fiduciaries” (under ERISA, the Internal Revenue Code or otherwise) with respect to the services or activities described herein except as
otherwise provided in writing by Morgan Stanley and/or as described at www.morganstanley.com/disclosures/dol. Individuals are encouraged to consult their tax and legal advisors (a)
before establishing a retirement plan or account, and (b) regarding any potential tax, ERISA and related consequences of any investments made under such plan or account.
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Annuities and insurance products are offered in conjunction with Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC’s licensed insurance agency affiliates.
Indices are unmanaged and investors cannot directly invest in them. They are not subject to expenses or fees and are often co mprised of securities and other investment instruments
the liquidity of which is not restricted. A particular investment product may consist of securities significantly different than those in any index referred to herein. Composite index
results are shown for illustrative purposes only, generally do not represent the performance of a specific investment, may not, for a variety of reasons, be a suitable comparison or
benchmark for a particular investment and may not necessarily reflect the actual investment strategy or objective of a particular investment. Consequently, comparing an investment
to a particular index may be of limited use.
This material is not a financial plan and does not create an investment advisory relationship between you and your Morgan Stanley Financial Advisor. We are not your fiduciary either
under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) or the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, and any information in this report is not intended to form the primary
basis for any investment decision by you, or an investment advice or recommendation for either ERISA or Internal Revenue Code purposes. Morgan Stanley Private Wealth
Management will only prepare a financial plan at your specific request using Private Wealth Management approved financial planning signature.
We may act in the capacity of a broker or that of an advisor. As your broker, we are not your fiduciary and our interests may not always be identical to yours. Please consult with your
Private Wealth Advisor to discuss our obligations to disclose to you any conflicts we may from time to time have and our duty to act in your best interest. We may be paid both by you
and by others who compensate us based on what you buy. Our compensation, including that of your Private Wealth Advisor, may vary by product and over time.
Investment and services offered through Morgan Stanley Private Wealth Management, a division of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney L LC, Member SIPC.
Investment, insurance and annuity products offered through Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC are: NOT FDIC INSURED | MAY LOSE V ALUE | NOT BANK GUARANTEED | NOT A
BANK
DEPOSIT | NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC is a registered Broker/Dealer, Member SIPC, and not a bank. Where appropriate, Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC has entered into
arrangements with banks and other third parties to assist in offering certain banking related products and services.
For index, indicator and survey definitions referenced in this report please visit the following: https://www.morganstanley.c om/wealth-investmentsolutions/wmir-definitions
GLOBAL INVESTMENT COMMITTEE (GIC) ASSET ALLOCATION MODELS: The Asset Allocation Models are created by Morgan Stanley Wealth M anagement’s GIC.
HYPOTHETICAL MODEL PERFORMANCE (GROSS): Hypothetical model performance results do not reflect the investment or performance of an actual portfolio following a GIC
Strategy, but simply reflect actual historical performance of selected indices on a real-time basis over the specified period of time representing the GIC’s strategic and tactical
allocations as of the date of this report. The past performance shown here is simulated performance based on benchmark indices, not investment results from an actual portfolio or
actual trading. There can be large differences between hypothetical and actual performance results achieved by a particular asset allocation or trading strategy. Hypothetical
performance results do not represent actual trading and are generally designed with the benefit of hindsight. Actual performance results of accounts vary due to, for example, market
factors (such as liquidity) and client-specific factors (such as investment vehicle selection, timing of contributions and withdrawals, restrictions and rebalancing schedules). Clients
would not necessarily have obtained the performance results shown here if they had invested in accordance with any GIC Asset Allocation Model for the periods indicated. Despite
the limitations of hypothetical performance, these hypothetical performance results allow clients and Financial Advisors to obtain a sense of the risk/return trade-of of different asset
allocation constructs. The hypothetical performance results in this report are calculated using the returns of benchmark indices for the asset classes, and not the returns of securities,
fund or other investment products. Models may contain allocations to Hedge Funds, Private Equity and Private Real Estate. The benchmark indices for these asset classes are not
issued on a daily basis. When calculating model performance on a day for which no benchmark index data is issued, we have assumed straight line growth between the index levels
issued before and after that date.
FEES REDUCE THE PERFORMANCE OF ACTUAL ACCOUNTS: None of the fees or other expenses (e.g. commissions, mark -ups, mark-downs, fees) associated with actual trading
or accounts are reflected in the GIC Asset Allocation Models. The GIC Asset Allocation Models and any model performance included in this presentation are intended as educational
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materials. Were a client to use these models in connection with investing, any investment decisions made would be subject to transaction and other costs which, when compounded
over a period of years, would decrease returns. Information regarding Morgan Stanley’s standard advisory fees is available in the Form ADV Part 2, which is available at
www.morganstanley.com/adv. The following hypothetical illustrates the compound effect fees have on investment returns: For example, if a portfolio’s annual rate of return is 15% for
5 years and the account pays 50 basis points in fees per annum, the gross cumulative five-year return would be 101.1% and the five-year return net of fees would be 96.8%. Fees
and/or expenses would apply to clients who invest in investments in an account based on these asset allocations, and would reduce clients’ returns. The impact of fees and/or
expenses can be material.
Variable annuities are long-term investments designed for retirement purposes and may be subject to market fluctuations, investment risk, and possible loss of principal. All
guarantees, including optional benefits, are based on the financial strength and claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company and do not apply to the underlying investment
options. Optional riders may not be able to be purchased in combination and are available at an additional cost. Some optional riders must be elected at time of purchase. Optional
riders may be subject to specific limitations, restrictions, holding periods, costs, and expenses as specified by the insurance company in the annuity contract. If you are investing in a
variable annuity through a tax-advantaged retirement plan such as an IRA, you will get no additional tax advantage from the variable annuity. Under these circumstances, you should
only consider buying a variable annuity because of its other features, such as lifetime income payments and death benefits protection. Taxable distributions (and certain deemed
distributions) are subject to ordinary income tax and, if taken prior to age 59½, may be subject to a 10% federal income tax penalty. Early withdrawals will reduce the death benefit
and cash surrender value.
Equity securities may fluctuate in response to news on companies, industries, market conditions and general economic environm ent. Ultrashort-term fixed income asset class is
comprised of fixed income securities with high quality, very short maturities. They are therefore subject to the risks associated with debt securities such as credit and interest rate risk.
Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs) are limited partnerships or limited liability companies that are taxed as partnerships and whose interests (limited partnership units or limited
liability company units) are traded on securities exchanges like shares of common stock. Currently, most MLPs operate in the energy, natural resources or real estate sectors.
Investments in MLP interests are subject to the risks generally applicable to companies in the energy and natural resources sectors, including commodity pricing risk, supply and
demand risk, depletion risk and exploration risk. Individual MLPs are publicly traded partnerships that have unique risks related to their structure. These include, but are not limited to,
their reliance on the capital markets to fund growth, adverse ruling on the current tax treatment of distributions (typically mostly tax deferred), and commodity volume risk. The
potential tax benefits from investing in MLPs depend on their being treated as partnerships for federal income tax purposes and, if the MLP is deemed to be a corporation, then its
income would be subject to federal taxation at the entity level, reducing the amount of cash available for distribution to the fund which could result in a reduction of the fund’s value.
MLPs carry interest rate risk and may underperform in a rising interest rate environment. MLP funds accrue deferred income taxes for future tax liabilities associated with the portion
of MLP distributions considered to be a tax-deferred return of capital and for any net operating gains as well as capital appreciation of its investments; this deferred tax liability is
reflected in the daily NAV, and, as a result, the MLP fund’s after-tax performance could differ significantly from the underlying assets even if the pre-tax performance is closely
tracked.
Investing in commodities entails significant risks. Commodity prices may be affected by a variety of factors at any time, inc luding but not limited to, (i) changes in supply and demand
relationships, (ii) governmental programs and policies, (iii) national and international political and economic events, war and terrorist events, (iv) changes in interest and exchange
rates, (v) trading activities in commodities and related contracts, (vi) pestilence, technological change and weather, and (vii) the price volatility of a commodity. In addition, the
commodities markets are subject to temporary distortions or other disruptions due to various factors, including lack of liquidity, participation of speculators and government
intervention. Physical precious metals are non-regulated products. Precious metals are speculative investments, which may experience short-term and long term price volatility. The
value of precious metals investments may fluctuate and may appreciate or decline, depending on market conditions. Unlike bonds and stocks, precious metals do not make interest or
dividend payments. Therefore, precious metals may not be suitable for investors who require current income. Precious metals are commodities that should be safely stored, which
may impose additional costs on the investor.
REITs investing risks are similar to those associated with direct investments in real estate: property value fluctuations, la ck of liquidity, limited diversification and sensitivity to
economic factors such as interest rate changes and market recessions. Risks of private real estate include: illiquidity; a long-term investment horizon with a limited or nonexistent
secondary market; lack of transparency; volatility (risk of loss); and leverage. Principal is returned on a monthly basis over the life of a mortgage-backed security. Principal
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prepayment can significantly affect the monthly income stream and the maturity of any type of MBS, including standard MBS, CM Os and Lottery Bonds. Asset-backed securities
generally decrease in value as a result of interest rate increases, but may benefit less than other fixed-income securities from declining interest rates, principally because of
prepayments.
Yields are subject to change with economic conditions. Yield is only one factor that should be considered when making an investment decision. Credit ratings are subject to change.
Duration, the most commonly used measure of bond risk, quantifies the effect of changes in interest rates on the price of a bond or bond portfolio. The longer the duration, the more
sensitive the bond or portfolio would be to changes in interest rates. The majority of $25 and $1000 par preferred securities are “callable” meaning that the issuer may retire the
securities at specific prices and dates prior to maturity. Interest/dividend payments on certain preferred issues may be deferred by the issuer for periods of up to 5 to 10 years,
depending on the particular issue. The investor would still have income tax liability even though payments would not have been received. Price quoted is per $25 or $1,000 share,
unless otherwise specified. Current yield is calculated by multiplying the coupon by par value divided by the market price. The initial interest rate on a floating-rate security may be
lower than that of a fixed-rate security of the same maturity because investors expect to receive additional income due to future increases in the floating security’s underlying
reference rate. The reference rate could be an index or an interest rate. However, there can be no assurance that the reference rate will increase. Some floating-rate securities may
be subject to call risk. The market value of convertible bonds and the underlying common stock(s) will fluctuate and after purchase may be worth more or less than original cost. If
sold prior to maturity, investors may receive more or less than their original purchase price or maturity value, depending on market conditions. Callable bonds may be redeemed by
the issuer prior to maturity. Additional call features may exist that could affect yield. Some $25 or $1000 par preferred securities are QDI (qualified Dividend Income) eligible.
Information on QDI eligibility is obtained from third party sources. The dividend income on QDI eligible preferreds qualifies for a reduced tax rate. Many traditional ‘dividend paying’
perpetual preferred securities (traditional preferreds with no maturity date) are QDI eligible. In order to qualify for the preferential tax treatment all qualifying preferred securities must
be held by investors for a minimum period – 91 days during a 180 day window period, beginning 90 days before the ex-dividend date.
Companies paying dividends can reduce or cut payouts at any time.
Nondiversification: For a portfolio that holds a concentrated or limited number of securities, a decline in the value of these investments would cause the portfolio’s overall value to
decline to a greater degree than a less concentrated portfolio. The indices selected by Morgan Stanley Wealth Management to measure performance are representative of broad
asset classes. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management retains the right to change representative indices at any time. Because of their narrow focus, sector investments tend to be more
volatile than investments that diversify across many sectors and companies.
Growth investing does not guarantee a profit or eliminate risk. The stocks of these companies can have relatively high valuat ions. Because of these high valuations, an investment in
a growth stock can be more risky than an investment in a company with more modest growth expectations. Value investing does not guarantee a profit or eliminate risk. Not all
companies whose stocks are considered to be value stocks are able to turn their business around or successfully employ corrective strategies which would result in stock prices that
do not rise as initially expected. Any type of continuous or periodic investment plan does not assure a profit and does not protect against loss in declining markets. Since such a plan
involves continuous investment in securities regardless of fluctuating price levels of such securities, the investor should consider his financial ability to continue his purchases through
periods of low price levels. This material is disseminated in the United States of America by Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management is not acting as
a municipal advisor to any municipal entity or obligated person within the meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act (the “Municipal Advisor Rule”) and the opinions or
views contained herein are not intended to be, and do not constitute, advice within the meaning of the Municipal Advisor Rule. This material, or any portion thereof, may not be
reprinted, sold or redistributed without the written consent of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC.
© 2020 Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. Member SIPC. Graystone Consulting is a business of Morgan Stanley.
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The views expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management or its affiliates. All opinions are subject to change
without notice. Neither the information provided nor any opinion expressed constitutes a
solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security. Past performance is no guarantee of
future results.

Excess over Benchmark: The percentage gain or loss of an investment relative to the investment's
benchmark.

Glossary of Terms

Growth: A diversified investment strategy which includes investment selections that have capital
appreciation as the primary goal, with little or no dividend payouts. These strategies can include
reinvestment in expansion, acquisitions, and/or research and development opportunities.

Active Contribution Return: The gain or loss percentage of an investment relative to the
performance of the investment benchmark.
Active Exposure: The percentage difference in weight of the portfolio compared to its policy
benchmark.
Active Return: Arithmetic difference between the manager’s return and the benchmark’s return over a
specified time period.
Actual Correlation: A measure of the correlation (linear dependence) between two variables X and Y,
with a value between +1 and -1 inclusive. This is also referred to as coefficient of correlation.
Alpha: A measure of a portfolio's time weighted return in excess of the market’s return, both adjusted
for risk. A positive alpha indicates that the portfolio outperformed the market on a risk-adjusted basis,
and a negative alpha indicates the portfolio did worse than the market.

Excess Return: Arithmetic difference between the manager’s return and the risk-free return over a
specified time period.

Growth of Dollar: The aggregate amount an investment has gained or lost over a certain time period,
also referred to as Cumulative Return, stated in terms of the amount to which an initial dollar investment
would have grown over the given time period.
Investment Decision Process (IDP): A model for structuring the investment process and implementing
the correct attribution methodologies. The IDP includes every decision made concerning the division of
the assets under management over the various asset categories. To analyze each decision‘s
contribution to the total return, a modeling approach must measure the marginal value of every individual
decision. In this respect, the hierarchy of the decisions becomes very important. We therefore use the
IDP model, which serves as a proper foundation for registering the decisions and relating them to each
other.
Information Ratio: Measured by dividing the active rate of return by the tracking error. The higher the
Information Ratio, the more value-added contribution by the manager.

Best Quarter: The highest quarterly return for a certain time period.
Beta: A measure of the sensitivity of a portfolio’s time weighted return (net of fees) against that of the
market. A beta greater than 1.00 indicates volatility greater than the market.

Jensen’s Alpha: The Jensen's alpha measure is a risk-adjusted performance measure that represents
the average return on a portfolio or investment above or below that predicted by the capital asset pricing
model (CAPM) given the portfolio's or investment's beta and the average market return. This metric is
also commonly referred to as alpha..

Consistency: The percentage of quarters that a product achieved a rate of return higher than that of
its
benchmark. The higher the consistency figure, the more value a manager has contributed to the
product’s performance.

Kurtosis: A statistical measure that is used to describe the distribution, or skewness, of observed data
around the mean, sometimes referred to as the volatility of volatility.

Cumulative Selection Return (Cumulative Return): Cumulative investment performance over a
specified period of time.

Maximum Drawdown: The drawdown is defined as the percent retrenchment from a fund's peak to the
fund's trough value. It is in effect from the time the fund's retrenchment begins until a new fund high is
reached. The maximum drawdown encompasses both the period from the fund's peak to the fund's
valley
(length), and the time from the fund's valley to a new fund high (recovery). It measures the largest
percentage drawdown that has occurred in any fund's data record.

Distribution Rate: The most recent distribution paid, annualized, and then divided by the current
market price. Distribution rate may consist of investment income, short-term capital gains, long-term
capital gains, and/or return of capital.

Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT): An investment analysis theory on how risk-averse investors can
construct portfolios to optimize or maximize expected return based on a given level of market risk,
emphasizing that risk is an inherent part of higher reward.

Down Market Capture: The ratio of average portfolio returns over the benchmark during periods of
negative benchmark return. Lower values indicate better product performance.

Mutual Fund (MF): An investment program funded by shareholders that trade in diversified holdings
and is professionally managed.

Downside Risk: A measure similar to standard deviation, but focuses only on the negative
movements of the return series. It is calculated by taking the standard deviation of the negative
quarterly set of returns. The higher the value, the more risk the product has.

Peer Group: A combination of funds that share the same investment style combined as a group for
comparison purposes.

Core: Refers to an investment strategy mandate that is blend of growth and value styles without a
pronounced tilt toward either style.

Downside Semi Deviation: A statistical calculation that measures the volatility of returns below a
minimum acceptable return. This return measure isolates the negative portion of volatility: the larger
the number, the greater the volatility.
Drawdown: A drawdown is the peak-to-trough decline during a specific period of an investment, fund
or commodity.

Peer/ Plan Sponsor Universe: A combination of asset pools of total plan investments by specific
sponsor and plan types for comparison purposes.
Performance Ineligible Assets: Performance returns are not calculated for certain assets because
accurate valuations and transaction data for these assets are not processed or maintained by us.
Common examples of
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these include life insurance, some annuities and some assets held externally.
Performance Statistics: A generic term for various measures of investment performance
measurement terms.
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Upside Semi Deviation: A statistical calculation that measures the volatility of returns above an
acceptable return. This return measure isolates the positive portion of volatility: the larger the
number, the greater the volatility.

Portfolio Characteristics: A generic term for various measures of investment portfolio characteristics.

Value: A diversified investment strategy that includes investment selections which tend to trade at a
lower price relative to its dividends, earnings, and sales. Common attributes are stocks that include
high dividend, low price-to-book ratio, and/or low price-to-earnings ratio.

Preferred Return: A term used in the private equity (PE) world, and also referred to as a “Hurdle
Rate.” It refers to the threshold return that the limited partners of a private equity fund must receive,
prior to the PE firm receiving its carried interest or "carry."

Worst Quarter: The lowest rolling quarterly return for a certain time period.

Ratio of Cumulative Wealth: A defined ratio of the Cumulative Return of the portfolio divided by the
Cumulative Return of the benchmark for a certain time period.
Regression Based Analysis: A statistical process for estimating the relationships among variables. It
includes many techniques for modeling and analyzing several variables, when the focus is on the
relationship between a dependent variable and one or more independent variables
Residual Correlation: Within returns-based style analysis, residual correlation refers to the portion of a
strategy’s return pattern that cannot be explained by its correlation to the asset-class benchmarks to
which it is being compared.
Return: A rate of investment performance for the specified period.
Rolling Percentile Ranking: A measure of an investment portfolio’s ranking versus a peer group for a
specific rolling time period (i.e. Last 3 Years, Last 5 years, etc.).
R-Squared: The percentage of a portfolio's performance explained by the behavior of the appropriate
benchmark. High R-Squared means a higher correlation of the portfolio's performance to the
appropriate benchmark.

Information Disclosures
The performance data shown reflects past performance, which does not guarantee future
results.
Investment return and principal will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares when redeemed
may be worth more or less than original cost. Please note, current performance may be
higher or lower than the performance data shown. For up to date month-end performance
information, please contact your Financial Advisor or visit the funds’ company website.
Investors should carefully consider the fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and
expenses before investing. The prospectus and, if available the summary prospectus,
contains this and other information that should be read carefully before investing. Investors
should review the information in the prospectus carefully. To obtain a prospectus, please
contact your Financial Advisor or visit the funds’ company website.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

SA/CF (Separate Account/Comingled Fund): Represents an acronym for Separate Account and
Commingled Fund investment vehicles.
Sector Benchmark: A market index that serves as a proxy for a sector within an asset class.
Sharpe Ratio: Represents the excess rate of return over the risk free return divided by the standard
deviation of the excess return. The result is the absolute rate of return per unit of risk. The higher the
value, the better the product’s historical risk-adjusted performance results in.
Standard Deviation: A statistical measure of the range of a portfolio's performance; the variability of a
return around its average return over a specified time period.
Total Fund Benchmark: The policy benchmark for a complete asset pool that could consist of multiple
investment mandates.
Total Fund Composite: The aggregate of multiple portfolios within an asset pool or household.
Tracking Error: A measure of standard deviation for a portfolio's investment performance, relative to
the performance of an appropriate market benchmark.
Treynor Ratio: A ratio that divides the excess return (above the risk free rate) by the portfolio’s beta to
arrive at a unified measure of risk adjusted return. It is generally used to rank portfolios, funds and
benchmarks. A higher ratio is indicative of higher returns per unit of market risk. This measurement can
help determine if the portfolio is reaching its goal of increasing returns while managing market risk.
Up Market Capture: The ratio of average portfolio returns over the benchmark during periods of
positive benchmark return. Higher values indicate better product performance.

Investing involves market risk, including possible loss of principal. Growth investing does not
guarantee a profit or eliminate risk. The stocks of these companies can have relatively high
valuations. Because of these high valuations, an investment in a growth stock can be more risky than
an investment in a company with more modest growth expectations. Value investing involves the
risk that the market may not recognize that securities are undervalued and they may not appreciate
as anticipated. Small and mid-capitalization companies may lack the financial resources, product
diversification and competitive strengths of larger companies. The securities of small capitalization
companies may not trade as readily as, and be subject to higher volatility than those of larger, more
established companies. Bond funds and bond holdings have the same interest rate, inflation and
credit risks that are associated with the underlying bonds owned by the funds. The return of principal
in bond funds, and in funds with significant bond holdings, is not guaranteed. International
securities’ prices may carry additional risks, including foreign economic, political, monetary
and/or legal factors, changing currency exchange rates, foreign taxes and differences in financial and
accounting standards. International investing may not be for everyone. These risks may be magnified
in emerging markets. Alternative investments, including private equity funds, real estate funds,
hedge funds, managed futures funds, and funds of hedge funds, private equity, and managed futures
funds, are speculative and entail significant risks that can include losses due to leveraging or\other
speculative investment practices, lack of liquidity, volatility of returns, restrictions on transferring
interests in a fund, potential lack of diversification, absence and/or delay of information regarding
valuations and pricing, complex tax structures and delays in tax reporting, less regulation and higher
fees than mutual funds and risks associated with the operations, personnel and processes of the
advisor. Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs) are limited partnerships or limited liability companies
that are taxed as partnerships and whose interests (limited partnership units or limited liability
company units) are traded on securities exchanges like shares of common stock. Currently, most
MLPs operate in the energy, natural resources or real estate
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sectors. Investments in MLP interests are subject to the risks generally applicable to companies in the
energy and natural resources sectors, including commodity pricing risk, supply and demand risk,
depletion risk and exploration risk; and MLP interests in the real estate sector are subject to special
risks, including interest rate and property value fluctuations, as well as risks related to general and
economic conditions. Because of their narrow focus, MLPs maintain exposure to price volatility of
commodities and/or underlying assets and tend to be more volatile than investments that diversify across
many sectors and companies. MLPs are also subject to additional risks including: investors having
limited control and rights to vote on matters affecting the MLP, limited access to capital, cash flow risk,
lack of liquidity, dilution risk, conflict of interests, and limited call rights related to acquisitions.
Mortgage backed securities also involve prepayment risk, in that faster or slower prepayments than
expected on underlying mortgage loans can dramatically alter the yield-to-maturity of a mortgage-backed
security and prepayment risk includes the possibility that a fund may invest the proceeds at generally
lower interest rates.

Peer Group Ranking Methodology
A percentile rank denotes the value of a product in which a certain percent of observations fall within
a peer group. The range of percentile rankings is between 1 and 100, where 1 represents a high
statistical value and 100 represents a low statistical value.
The 30th percentile, for example, is the value in which 30% of the highest observations may be found,
the 65th percentile is the value in which 65% of the highest observations may be found, and so on.
Percentile rankings are calculated based on a normalized distribution ranging from 1 to 100 for all
products in each peer group, where a ranking of 1 denotes a high statistical value and a ranking of
100 denotes a low statistical value. It is important to note that the same ranking methodology applies
to all statistics, implying that a ranking of 1 will always mean highest value across all statistics.

Tax managed funds may not meet their objective of being tax-efficient.

For example, consider a risk/return assessment using standard deviation as a measure of risk. A
percentile ranking equal to 1 for return denotes highest return, whereas a percentile ranking of 1 for
standard deviation denotes highest risk among peers.

Real estate investments are subject to special risks, including interest rate and property value
fluctuations, as well as risks related to general and economic conditions. High yield fixed income
securities, also known as “junk bonds”, are considered speculative, involve greater risk of default and
tend to be more volatile than investment grade fixed income securities.

In addition, values may be used to demonstrate quartile rankings. For example, the third quartile is
also known as the 75th percentile, and the median is the 50th percentile.
Alternatives

Credit quality is a measure of a bond issuer’s creditworthiness, or ability to repay interest and principal to
bondholders in a timely manner. The credit ratings shown are based on security rating as provided by
Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s and/or Fitch, as applicable. Credit ratings are issued by the rating agencies
for the underlying securities in the fund and not the fund itself, and the credit quality of the securities in
the fund does not represent the stability or safety of the fund. Credit ratings shown range from AAA,
being the highest, to D, being the lowest based on S&P and Fitch’s classification (the equivalent of Aaa
and C, respectively, by Moody(s). Ratings of BBB or higher by S&P and Fitch (Baa or higher by
Moody’s) are considered to be investment grade-quality securities. If two or more of the agencies have
assigned different ratings to a security, the highest rating is applied. Securities that are not rated by all
three agencies are listed as “NR”.
“Alpha tilt strategies comprise a core holding of stocks that mimic a benchmark type index such as the
S&P 500 to which additional securities are added to help tilt the fund toward potentially outperforming
the market in an effort to enhance overall investment returns. Tilt strategies are subject to significant
timing risk and could potentially expose investors to extended periods of underperformance.”
Custom Account Index: The Custom Account Index is an investment benchmark based on your
historical target allocations and/or manager selection that you may use to evaluate the performance of
your account. The Custom Account index does take into consideration certain changes that may have
occurred in your portfolio since the inception of your account, i.e., asset class and/or manager changes.
However, in some circumstances, it may not be an appropriate benchmark for use with your specific
account composition. For detailed report of the historical composition of this blend please contact your
Financial Advisor.

Graystone Consulting is a business of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. (“Morgan Stanley”)
This material is not to be reproduced or distributed to any other persons (other than professional
advisors of the investors) and is intended solely for the use of the persons to whom it has been
delivered. This material is not for distribution to the general public.
The sole purpose of this material is to inform, and it in no way is intended to be an offer or solicitation
to purchase or sell any security, other investment or service, or to attract any funds or deposits.
Investments mentioned may not be suitable for all clients. Any product discussed herein may be
purchased only after a client has carefully reviewed the offering memorandum and executed the
subscription documents. Morgan Stanley has not considered the actual or desired investment
objectives, goals, strategies, guidelines, or factual circumstances of any investor in any fund(s).
Before making any investment, each investor should carefully consider the risks associated with the
investment, as discussed in the applicable offering memorandum, and make a determination based
upon their own particular circumstances, that the investment is consistent with their investment
objectives and risk tolerance.
This information is being provided as a service of your Graystone Institutional Consultant and does
not supersede or replace your Morgan Stanley customer statement. The information is as of the
date(s) noted and subject to daily market fluctuation.

Peer Groups
Peer Groups are a collection of similar investment strategies that essentially group investment products
that share the same investment approach. Peer Groups are used for comparison purposes to compare
and illustrate a clients investment portfolio versus its peer across various quantitative metrics like
performance and risk. Peer Group comparison is conceptually another form of benchmark comparison
whereby the actual investment can be ranked versus its peer across various quantitative metrics.
All Peer Group data are provided by Investment Metrics, LLC.
The URL below provides all the definitions and methodology about the various Peer Groups
https://www.invmetrics.com/style-peer-groups
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Your interests in Alternative Investments, which may have been purchased through us, may not be held
here, and are not covered by SIPC. The information provided to you: 1) is included solely as a service to
you, and certain transactions may not be reported; 2) is derived from you or another external source for
which we are not responsible, and may have been modified to take into consideration capital calls or
distributions to the extent applicable; 3) may not reflect actual shares, share prices or values; 4) may
include invested or distributed amounts in addition to a fair value estimate; and 5) should not be relied
upon for tax reporting purposes.
Alternative Investments are illiquid and may not be valued daily. The estimated valuation provided will be
as of the most recent date available and will be included in summaries of your assets. Such valuation
may not be the most recent provided by the fund in which you are invested. No representation is made
that the valuation is a market value or that the interest could be liquidated at this value. We are not
required to take any action with respect to your investment unless valid instructions are received from
you in a timely manner. Some positions reflected herein may not represent interests in the fund, but
rather redemption proceeds withheld by the issuer pending final valuations which are not subject to the
investment performance of the fund and may or may not accrue interest for the length of the withholding.
Alternative investments often are speculative and include a high degree of risk. Investors could lose all
or a substantial amount of their investment. Alternative investments are suitable only for eligible, longterm investors who are willing to forgo liquidity and put capital at risk for an indefinite period of time.
They may be highly illiquid and can engage in leverage and other speculative practices that may
increase the volatility and risk of loss. Alternative Investments typically have higher fees than traditional
investments. Investors should carefully review and consider potential risks before investing. Certain of
these risks may include but are not limited to:• Loss of all or a substantial portion of the investment due
to leveraging, short-selling, or other speculative practices;• Lack of liquidity in that there may be no
secondary market for a fund;•Volatility of returns;• Restrictions on transferring interests in a fund;•
Potential lack of diversification and resulting higher risk due to concentration of trading authority when a
single advisor is utilized;• Absence of information regarding valuations and pricing;• Complex tax
structures and delays in tax reporting;• Less regulation and higher fees than mutual funds; and• Risks
associated with the operations, personnel, and processes of the manager. As a diversified global
financial services firm, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management engages in a broad spectrum of activities
including financial advisory services, investment management activities, sponsoring and managing
private investment funds, engaging in broker-dealer transactions and principal securities, commodities
and foreign exchange transactions, research publication, and other activities. In the ordinary course of its
business, Morgan Stanley Wealth Management therefore engages in activities where Morgan Stanley
Wealth Management’s interests may conflict with the interests of its clients, including the private
investment funds it manages. Morgan Stanley Wealth Management can give no assurance that conflicts
of interest will be resolved in favor of its clients or any such fund.
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As fees are deducted quarterly, the compounding effect will be to increase the impact of the fees by an
amount directly related to the gross account performance. For example, for an account with an initial
value of $100,000 and a 2.5% annual fee, if the gross performance is 5% per year over a three year
period, the compounding effect of the fees will result in a net annual compound rate of return of
approximately 2.40% per year over a three year period, and the total value of the client’s portfolio at the
end of the three year period would be approximately $115,762.50 without the fees and $107,372.63
with the fees.
Please see the applicable Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC Form ADV Part 2A for more information
including a description of the fee schedule. It is available at www.morganstanley.com/ADV
<http://www.morganstanley.com/ADV> or from your Financial Advisor/Private Wealth Advisor.
Alternative investments involve complex tax structures, tax inefficient investing, and delays in
distributing important tax information. Individual funds have specific risks related to their investment
programs that will vary from fund to fund. Clients should consult their own tax and legal advisors as
Morgan Stanley does not provide tax or legal advice. Interests in alternative investment products are
offered pursuant to the terms of the applicable offering memorandum, are distributed by Morgan
Stanley Smith Barney LLC and certain of its affiliates, and (1) are not FDIC-insured, (2) are not
deposits or other obligations of Morgan Stanley or any of its affiliates, (3) are not guaranteed by
Morgan Stanley and its affiliates, and (4) involve investment risks, including possible loss of principal.
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC is a registered broker-dealer, not a bank.
SIPC insurance does not apply to precious metals, other commodities, or traditional alternative
investments.
© 2021 Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC. Member SIPC.

Indices are unmanaged and investors cannot directly invest in them. Composite index results are shown
for illustrative purposes and do not represent the performance of a specific investment.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Actual results may vary. Diversification does not
assure a profit or protect against loss in a declining market.
Any performance or related information presented has not been adjusted to reflect the impact of the
additional fees paid to a placement agent by an investor (for Morgan Stanley placement clients, a onetime upfront Placement Fee of up to 3%, and for Morgan Stanley investment advisory clients, an annual
advisory fee of up to 2.5%), which would result in a substantial reduction in the returns if such fees were
incorporated.
For most investment advisory clients, the program account will be charged an asset-based wrap fee
every quarter (“the Fee”). In general, the Fee covers investment advisory services and reporting. In
addition to the Fee, clients will pay the fees and expenses of any funds in which their account is
invested. Fund fees and expenses are charged directly to the pool of assets the fund invests in and
impact the valuations. Clients must understand that these fees and expenses are an additional cost and
will not be included in the Fee amount in the account statements.
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2021 Capital Market Assumptions
We represented ultrashort fixed income represented by 90-day T-bills, fixed income & preferreds by Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Index, short-term fixed income
by Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate 1-3 Year Index, US taxable fixed income by Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Index, international fixed income by Barclays Global
Aggregate Non-USD (Hedged) Index, inflation-linked securities by Bloomberg Barclays Global Inflation-Linked Index, high yield fixed income by Barclays Global High
Yield Corporate Index and emerging market fixed income by JP Morgan EMBI Global Index. All other are based on proprietary models. Strategic annualized return and
volatility estimates are based on a seven-year time horizon. Secular annualized return and volatility estimates are based on a 20- year time horizon. Annualized volatility
estimates are based on data with longest available history through Feb. 26, 2021. Estimates are for illustrative purposes only, are based on proprietary models and are
not indicative of the future performance of any specific investment, index or asset class. Actual performance may be more or less than the estimates shown in this table.
Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. Investor appropriateness: Morgan Stanley W ealth Management recommends that
investors independently evaluate each asset class, investment style, issuer, security, instrument or strategy discussed. Legal, accounting and tax restrictions, transaction
costs and changes to any assumptions may significantly affect the economics and results of any investment. Investors should consult their own tax, legal or other
advisors to determine appropriateness for their specific circumstances. Investments in private funds (including hedge funds, managed futures funds and private equity
funds) are speculative and include a high degree of risk.
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Investment Sub-Committee Meeting
Open Session
Discussion of ESG / DEI
Graystone Consulting | August 26, 2021
411 E. Wisconsin Ave.
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Milwaukee. WI 53202
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Chicago. IL 60606
312.648.3059
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Investment Sub-Committee Meeting
August 26, 2021

Discussion of ESG / DEI
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Trends Among Institutional Asset Owners
Sustainable Investing – Core to Future Institutional Investment Program Resiliency
Morgan Stanley’s second Sustainable Signals 2020 Survey
Key Findings
Asset owners worldwide now routinely incorporate environmental,
social and governance (ESG) factors in their decision-making. In a
decisive shift toward the adoption of sustainable investing, four in five
institutions surveyed are currently integrating ESG considerations into
the investment process.

Sustainable Strategies Outperform

Percentage of sustainable indices that
outperformed during 1Q2020 downturn

My organization has adequate tools to
assess the alignment of our investments
with our sustainable investing goals

2020 Median Total Returns

Source: Morgan Stanley Institute for Sustainable Investing. Sustainable Signals
https://www.morganstanley.com/content/dam/msdotcom/sustainability/20-0522_3094389%20Sustainable%20Signals%20Asset%20Owners_FINAL.pdf
Sources: Sustainable Reality 2019 & 2020 Update. Morgan Stanley Institute for Sustainable Investing. Past performance is no
guarantee of future results. Data not adjusted for sales charges. Data does account for the expense ratio.
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Investors Care About Investing with Impact
Globally, one in three dollars is invested with a focus on sustainability, up 73% since
2014
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Climate Change and Fossil Fuel Investing
A framework to help guide discussion

Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Global Investment Office Sustainable Impact Strategy
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Historic Look at Energy’s Weight in S&P 500
Since peaking in 2008, the energy sector’s weight in the index has declined

Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Global Investment Office & Factset. Data through July 14, 2021.
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Proprietary Manager Scoring Tools: New Additions
Impact Signal + DEI Signal

New

New
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DEI Signal – Assessing a Manager’s Progress
Diversity has the potential to be a source of financial outperformance. According to a 2020 McKinsey
study, companies with the most gender-diverse teams were 25% more likely to have above average
profitability, and those with the most ethnically diverse teams were 36% more likely to outperform.
Methodology and Outcomes of DEI Signal

Anatomy of DEI Signal

Source: Source: Morgan Stanley Global Investment Office

Analysis Conducted on Relative and Absolute Basis
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Impact Signal – Assessing Manager’s Intentionality
Measures the extent to which managers seek to produce environmental and social outcomes
through their investment, selection process on a consistent and repeatable basis.
Anatomy of Impact Signal Scoring Framework

Measuring Intentionality: Holdings, Analysis Subcomponents

Source: Source: Morgan Stanley Global Investment Office
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Important Disclosures
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